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"I've specified
CPC's couplings
for years because
they are so easy
to use and I never
have to worry
about leaks, spills
or quality issues.
Our customers
love them!"

Matt
San Diego, CA

Installation Instructions:

Tubing Options for CPC Couplings:

Potable Water

Coffee/Tea

Hose Barb

Specifications
Pressure: Vacuum to 120 psi, 8.3 bar
Temperature: -40˚F to 180˚F continuous

-40˚C to 82˚C continuous
Materials: Acetal

NSF®

Espresso

Copper Compression

Poly Compression

Connect coupling to the back of a coffee
brewer with threaded socket. Tighten with
wrench 1/4 turn past finger tight.

Connect 1/4” ID or 3/8” ID braided polyethylene
tubing with our hose barbs. Tighten with clamp,
being careful not to overtighten.

Quick Connect Adapter

Push tube stub into
quick connect fitting.

Connect 1/4” OD and 3/8” OD copper or
polyethylene tubing with our copper compression.
Tighten with wrench 1/2 turn past finger tight.

Connect 1/4” OD and 3/8” OD polyethylene
tubing with our poly compression. Tighten
with wrench 1-2 turns past finger tight.

Thread insert into filter housing. Tighten with wrench.

Thread body into hose assembly.
Tighten with wrench.

Works with 
any quick 

connect fitting!



Fittings vs. Couplings

Quick Disconnect Couplings from Colder Products
Company (CPC) make equipment service fast and easy.
They feature a built-in shutoff valve, so you’ll never have to
search for and shut off the water supply, and they can be
used over and over again, literally hundreds of times, with no
leaks. CPC couplings can be used on in-line water filters, water coolers, coffee,
cappuccino, espresso, and tea dispensing equipment, strainers, and RO units.
They’re the fastest, easiest way to service almost any equipment with fluid lines.

● No tools needed to
disconnect fittings

● No need to cut
tubing before
reusing

● No more cleaning 
up spills

● No need to apply
sealant to prevent
leaks

● No need to
reconnect fittings

TOPIC
Shutoff
Valve/
Spillage

Rotation

Side-Load

Reusable

Flexible

FITTINGS
No shutoff valve.
Need to shut off water 
before disconnect.
Fittings spill when they are
disconnected.

Does not rotate in the 
connected state.
Fittings do not allow you 
to rotate the tubing while
connected. This can lead to
kinked tubing or force you 
to disconnect the fitting to
move a piece of equipment.

Leaks under side-load.

Tubing must be re-cut 
between uses.

No common fitting, need
different fittings for copper,
LDPE, or bev-line.
There is no one fitting that will
work with all types of tubing.

COUPLINGS
Built-in shutoff valve.
No need to shut off water
before disconnect. Also
prevents spillage when the
couplings are disconnected.

Coupling can rotate while
connected.
Because CPC couplings seal on
an o-ring, the body and insert
can rotate relative to one
another and still retain a leak-
free connection.  This allows
you to move a piece of
equipment without having to
disconnect the line or have a
large coil of extra tubing. 

No side-load leakage.

CPC couplings are laboratory
tested to 2,500 cycles – leak-free.
Because you’re connecting/
disconnecting the coupling
and not the tubing, there is
no need to cut the tubing
every time.

Works with all types 
of tubing.

CPC Couplings:
The Faster, Easier Way to Service 
Coffee and Beverage Equipment

shut-off valves
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Coffee,Tea & Espresso Applications

Equipment Type

Tubing Type

Coffee/Tea Brewers

Bodies
3/8” flare thread
valved (45500)

1/4” flare thread
non-valved
(42000)

Use a 1/4" or 3/8" female flare threaded body on the back
of a coffee brewer or tea urn and save time and money on
service calls by not having to hunt for a shutoff valve every
time you need to disconnect the brewer.

Inserts
1/4” hose barb
elbow valved
(42800)

1/4” hose barb
valved (42600)

3/8” hose barb
valved (42700)

3/8” hose barb
elbow valved
(42900)

Espresso

Bodies
3/8” BSPP valved
(9203301)

Stop threading an NPT fitting into a BSPT
hose. Connect a 3/8" BSPT onto the end
of the supply hose to allow for fast and
easy disconnects without the messy spills.
Designed specifically for the threads
found on espresso machines.

CPC TIP
To eliminate tight bends 

when connecting to a brewer,
try using CPC elbow inserts.

Reinforced Polyethylene

Inserts
1/4” PTF elbow
valved (43000)

1/4” PTF valved
(43400)

3/8” PTF valved
(43500)

3/8” PTF elbow
valved (43100)

Polyethylene

Inserts
3/8” compression
valved (45000)

1/4” compression
valved (44900)

3/8” compression
valved (45000)

1/4” compression
valved (44900)

Copper
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Potable Water Applications

Equipment Type

Tubing Type

In-line Disposable Water Filter

Insert
1/4” NPT non-valved
(42300)

Use CPC inserts and bodies on your in-line filters
and changing a filter really is a SNAP! You can
change a filter in just 15 seconds, guaranteed! 
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CPC TIP
To save money, use a valved

body on the pressure side of an
in-line filter and a non-valved

body on the outlet side.

Call your OCS distributor for pricing and availability, or call Colder Products
Company at 1-800-444-2474 to find the distributor closest to you.

Bodies
1/4” hose barb 
non-valved
(40700)

1/4” hose barb
valved (42100)

3/8” hose barb 
valved (42200)

3/8” hose barb 
non-valved (40800)

Reinforced Polyethylene

Bodies
1/4” PTF 
non-valved
(49300)

1/4” PTF valved
(43200)

Polyethylene

3/8” PTF 
non-valved
(49400)

3/8” PTF valved
(43300)

Copper
Bodies

1/4” compression
non-valved
(9203800)

1/4” compression
valved (46000)

3/8” compression 
valved (46100)

1/4” compression
valved (46000)

1/4” compression
non-valved
(9203800)

NSF®



WARRANTY: Colder Products Company warrants its products against defects in workmanship and materials for 90 days from the date of sale by Colder Products Company or its authorized distributor.  
This warranty is void if the product is misused, tampered with or used in a manner that is contrary to Colder Product Company's written recommendations and/or instructions.  Colder Products Company
does not warrant the suitability of the product for any particular application.  Determining product application suitability is solely the customer's responsibility.  Colder Products Company is not liable for
consequential or other damages including, but not limited to, loss, damage, personal injury, or any other expense directly or indirectly arising from the use of or inability to use its products either separately
or in combination with other products.  ALL OTHER WARRANTIES EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WHETHER ORAL, WRITTEN OR IN ANY OTHER FORM, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED.

The sole and exclusive remedy under this warranty is limited to replacement of the product or an account credit in the amount of the original selling price, at the option of Colder Products Company.  
All allegedly defective products must be returned prepaid transportation to Colder Products Company, together with information describing the product's performance, unless disposition in the field is
authorized in writing by Colder Products Company.
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Colder Products Company
1001 Westgate Drive
St. Paul, Minnesota 55114
U.S.A.

Phone: 651-645-0091
Fax: 651-645-5404
Toll Free: 1-800-444-2474
info@colder.com
www.colder.com 

Colder Products Company GmbH
Schmalweg 50
D-55252 Mainz-Kastel
Germany

Phone: +49-6134-2878-0
Fax: +49-6134-287828
cpcgmbh@colder.de
www.colder.com 

Colder Products Company Asia
11A, Vista Court
La Vista, Discovery Bay
Hong Kong

Phone: 852-9436-5986
Fax: 852-2987-2509
colder@pacific.net.hk
www.colder.com 
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